Study Based on the Early Mathematical Ability of Elementary Student Self-efficacy through the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract Approach
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Abstract  Self-efficacy (SE) can encourage students to complete their assignments. The research intended to investigate the achievement of students' self-efficacy by guiding concrete-pictorial-abstract (CPA) based on early mathematical ability (EMA). The research utilized quasi-experimental methods in learning mathematics regarding the volume of cubes and rectangular prisms. The population were all fifth-grade students of elementary schools in Purwakarta, Subang, Karawang, and Bekasi. Samples were 119 participants in Karawang. The instruments applied were questionnaires, tests, and daily journals. The prerequisite materials related to the volume of cubes and rectangular prisms are a topic about arithmetic calculation, square root, flat area, unit length, and problem-solving. Study’s result informed that there was no significant difference in the achievement of students' self-efficacy through CPA and conventional mentoring in the high and moderate EMA groups. There was a significant difference in the achievement of students' self-efficacy in the low group given CPA and conventional guidance. This finding gave birth to a strategy of developing self-efficacy in elementary schools using the CPA approach, especially the use of concrete objects around students through mentoring activities in schools, considering that self-efficacy makes it easy to solve problems especially when it comes to students with low initial abilities.
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1. Introduction

Self-efficacy is a part of the affective aspects that significantly influence learning. SE directs people to succeeding while promotes skill development, and self-confidence [1]. SE directs students to believe in their potential in facing the challenges of learning [2]. SE helps students make choices, will to progress, and diligently complete their obligations [3]. Individuals with high SE will be more comfortable adapting to academic life and can live more functional lives in the future [4]. They will not consider the task to be a challenge and threat with a sense of SE. When they have difficulty doing a task, they will recover their sense of SE and they will spend more effort and try to do their best to complete the task [5]. Students with good self-efficacy will show fluency in completing their assignments even though students found difficulties in their assignments. The reason is that SE greatly influences people's choices, the energy they exert, and their determination to face challenges [6].

But the learning situation is still limited in developing SE. The results of the SE interviews of Grade VII students revealed that SE students were still low. The reason was
for additional foreign lessons, subjects that never had been encountered by students previously [7]. SE students are still low on subjects with an unpleasant learning atmosphere and motivate active learning. Students should be actively involved by giving freedom to present ideas with their peers. Learning outcomes on student work seem hesitant to write completion steps. This is the reason why SE students are low [8]. But, direct observations of fifth-grade elementary school students showed less courage to appear in public and then cried, despite the extraordinary academic potential.

Learning that also develops SE is mathematics. The purpose of mathematics required students to have a behavior that respects mathematical functions in life, curious, persistent, and confident in solving problems [9]. Mathematics has compulsory components for students to develop, one of which is a productive disposition, namely the desire to be skilled in assessing rational, useful, perseverance, and SE mathematics [10]. SE must be a concern for mathematics learning, thus mathematics achievement will easily increase [11]. If students' SE is continuously ignored, mathematics will be considered a difficult lesson [12]. The study said students are afraid of mathematics because the way they understand the material is not appropriate, especially at the beginning of the lesson [13]. The capacity of SE to promote students’ better performance in mathematics highlights the importance of measuring and ensuring mathematics problem-solving efficacy among students [14]. The meaning of self-efficacy is one's belief in facing a given challenge. Accordingly, the development of the SE must be planned in learning. Likewise, SE development through four sources, namely personal success experience, the experience of others' success, persuasion through speech, and psychological conditions [15]. Roles and planning from a teachers are needed to build SE students [16]. Thus, guidance is needed that elevates the active and contextual role.

The CPA approach is defined as learning through a concrete stage by replacing objects directly, drawing objects directly, and during the final notation stage they were copied to an abstract like the actual mathematical paradigm [17]. The CPA approach at the concrete and pictorial stages provide familiarity in learning. The essence of the CPA approach is guidance in learning which consists of concrete stages giving opportunities to manipulate learning objects, pictorial stages of students having a bridge to visualize topics, and abstract stages as the core of mathematics learning that utilizes symbols. The CPA approach to the learning process tries to create as close as possible to the student or the child's real life, in this case, the concrete and pictorial process, in accordance to Piaget's theory, namely at the concrete operational level. The concrete stage is, in accordance to Piaget's theory, 7-11 years old children, is in the concrete operational stage where children develop direct observations that required mental manipulation of context problems [18]. This level is the beginning of rational reasoning. Students have logical operations that are applied to concrete objects [19]. Through a concrete stage in CPA learning which is a manipulative aspect as a source of benefits that makes students happy to be active in imagining the objects they are learning in real terms, these manipulative objects will improve students' dispositions and attitudes towards learning Cooper [20]. Learning will be effective if students are cheerful. Also, excitement in learning has been shown to have an extraordinary effect on the learning outcomes of students. [21]. It is reputable that pleasure is a factor of self-efficacy on the psychological index aspect. The pictorial stage provides the opportunity for imagination to represent concrete objects, which of course students love to draw. Happiness develops the psychological status of students. Happiness in learning, impacts students pursuing their dreams and talents, rather than understanding knowledge [22]. The three stages of the CPA approach provide opportunities in interacting with friends and teachers. This process stimulates students to understand the competencies of friends and generate SE through the persuasion of the teacher through the greeting and experiences of a friend's success. The study said that representative experience was the dominant factor of SE in each of the students' initial ability criteria [23]. Based on this description, the CPA approach is considered to increase student self-efficacy due to CPA that can create more meaningful learning for students through its concrete and pictorial phases. The abstract stage will train the SE aspects of students' personal experiences through exercises with abstract symbols. Verbal persuasion will build up when the teacher strengthens verbally in the pictorial process. Related to this, the study reveals that self-efficacy is learned through four main sources, namely the experience of success or experience of mastery (mastery experience), other people's experiences or social modeling (vicarious experience), verbal persuasion or social persuasion (verbal persuasion), and psychological conditions or physical and emotional (psychological index), where students try themselves and feel that they can do it [1]. Self-efficacy was one of the affective domains. Through a lesson or instruction will have an impact on the student's attitude. The research said that learning services provide personal experiences, where students can make a difference through service; we should expect that there will be a positive effect on their self-concept attitudes [24]. Furthermore, students who are motivated during the learning process affect their attitudes while participating in learning activities including increasing curiosity [25]. Conventional learning that is used in control classroom is teacher-centered while using the lecture method [26]. Other opinions defining the conventional approach are the teacher explaining the concept, allowing students to ask questions, showing problem-solving, giving practice, students writing answers,
commenting on students' answers, and giving homework [27]. The meaning of conventional counseling is the activities that teachers do in making learning effective such as question and answer, lecturing, and writing learning in books. This study aimed to find out whether there are differences in the achievement of SE elementary school students in CPA learning and conventional learning in terms of EMA classification. EMA serves to classify students' abilities fairly and equally based on prerequisite knowledge of the next taught topic. The reason for classifying EMA is because students have different intellects. Thus, the students' self-ability findings with their respective prerequisite knowledge will be generated, namely high, medium, and low.

2. Materials and Methods

The research applied a quasi-experiment. Nonequivalent Control group design is the design of this study. The population is elementary school students in Purwakarta, Subang, Karawang, and Bekasi. The technique used to determine the sample was the sample aims. This sample of fifth-grade students involves four classes at the Elementary School in Karawang numbered 119 students. This EMA intends to see the EMA equivalence of students between the experimental group, namely the group of students who get learning with the CPA approach, and the control group, namely the group of students who get conventional learning. Based on the results of the overall EMA test for the two research groups, students are classified into three criteria for Early Mathematics Ability (EMA), namely high, medium, and low EMA criteria. Based on the complete criteria data obtained, including the maximum score, mean, and standard deviation. The results of the EMA tests for both groups are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum score</th>
<th>EMA Score Interval</th>
<th>EMA Group Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$x \geq 13$</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 &lt; x &lt; 13$</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \leq 2$</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The instruments consisted of test questions to measure EMA, a questionnaire to measure SE, and student journals related to the impression of mentoring. 24 statements from four aspects were used in measuring students' self-efficacy after testing the validity and reliability of the instrument. Besides, analysis using the average difference test through SPSS version 25. The research process was carried out in three stages, namely preliminary, implementation, and presentation. The preliminary stage includes identification of problems related to SE of elementary school students who are still limited, preparation of problem-solving plans, preparation and testing of instruments, student equivalence testing to determine student EMA. The next stage is the implementation of the research with the initial scale test, providing treatment in the experimental and control classes, then the final scale test by presenting findings and analysis as well as conclusions and recommendations. To clarify, a schematic of the research procedure is being presented in Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Research Procedure Scheme](image)
The following is an example of a blueprint for the questionnaire instrument used to measure SE as shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Mastery Experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Confident of being able to complete difficult tasks</td>
<td>1. I find it difficult to imagine the geometric shape of space or a particular object if I have never seen the object directly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. I am nervous about answering questions about building materials that are poorly understood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Confident in completing different tasks</td>
<td>3. Learning mathematics using concrete objects (pencil cases, rubrics, and other box-shaped objects), wastes time studying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Confident of completing challenging assignments</td>
<td>4. Observing directly concrete objects (pencil cases, rubrics, and other box-shaped objects) makes it easier for me to draw pictures of these objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. When I come across a challenging room building problem, I don't feel calm until I can solve it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Vicarious Experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Confident of being able to complete difficult tasks if others can</td>
<td>6. If one of my classmates can solve the volume-building problem, then I think that I can also solve it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Confident of being able to complete different tasks if other people are able</td>
<td>7. I can make mathematical calculations to solve mathematical problems with story problems if I study with friends who are good at math.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Confident of being able to complete challenging tasks when others can complete them</td>
<td>8. I am lazy to discuss with friends whose discussion discussions do not discuss class lessons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Verbal Persuasion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Believe in being able to complete difficult tasks if you have the support of others</td>
<td>11. The teacher told me that I am a smart student in Math, this made me believe that I can solve difficult building problems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Confident of being able to complete different tasks if you get support from others</td>
<td>12. I am excited about studying the volume of rectangular prism and cubes when the teacher explains their benefits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Can confidently complete challenging tasks if you have the support of others</td>
<td>13. When a friend doesn't like the picture, I made of the combined rectangular prism and cubes, it makes me lazy to make a better picture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Psychological Index</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. I'm sure I can complete a difficult task if I'm feeling good</td>
<td>16. I find it difficult when dealing with the difficult volume of cubes and rectangular prism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. I feel comfortable discussing Student Worksheets with friends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. I am sure that I can complete different tasks if I feel cheerful</td>
<td>18. I am desperate to be asked to solve story problems about geometry in everyday life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. I believe that drawing a rectangular prism, it will make it easier for me to solve the volume problem in everyday life first.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Confident of being able to complete a challenging task when my feelings are in a happy state</td>
<td>20. I am interested in drawing two-dimensional objects from three-dimensional objects if I see the object directly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21. I am not sure I can work on volume problems if the cubes and rectangular prism are combined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22. I get nervous when the teacher gives me practice questions on cube and rectangular prism combined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23. I feel challenged to solve the problem of the cube volume and rectangular prism story</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24. I was challenged to find various ways to calculate the volume of a cube and rectangular prism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

3.1. Early Mathematics Ability (EMA)

Early Mathematics Ability became a benchmark for the classification of cognitive competencies of students. Early mathematical ability is the ability of students to understand the prerequisite material on the material to be taught later. Early abilities become an important part of subsequent cognitive abilities. Students who have required prior knowledge can follow and carry out subsequent learning [28]. The material tested was the volume of the cube and rectangular prism. Therefore, students must have the initial ability to support the resolution of the problem of the volume of cubes and rectangular prism such as indicators performing arithmetic calculations on number operations, calculating square roots, determining the area of flat shapes, calculating the measurement of length units, and solving problem-solving problems. The EMA problem for indicators performing arithmetic calculations was \(7 - 4 \times 6 \div 2 + 8 = \ldots\). This problem was the basis of students' ability to operate problem-solving on story problems that required good arithmetic skills. The matter of doing square root calculations for example \(\sqrt{81} \times (\sqrt[3]{1000} - \sqrt[3]{125}) = \ldots\). The calculation of the square root became the foundation for solving the problem of the cube and rectangular prism volumes using cubic units and root operations. The related problem determined the area of the flat shape as follows: note the shape of the flat below, calculate the area of the following three shapes!

This problem served to illustrate the related understanding of identifying objects and their criteria according to the appropriate formula for calculating the volume of a cube and rectangular prism. Working on calculations of unit length measurements such as \(10,000 \text{ cm} + 3 \text{ km} \times 4 \text{ dm} - 2 \text{ dam} = \ldots \text{ m}\), the problem illustrated the ability to transform units of length and volume in the volume of cube and the rectangular prism which had different units such as dm\(^2\) and liter. Next is the problem of resolving the problem solving on story questions like Mr. Adi that wants to make the front and back porch of his house 5 meters long and 3 m wide for the front porch and the back porch, measuring 3 meters on each side. What is the area of the two terraces? This problem demonstrates the ability to understand and solve problem-solving in story problems in solving the volume of cube and rectangular prism. The results of the EMA analysis became the standard EMA classification on the measurement of student SE achievement. The achievement of SE students was reviewed by EMA through the final average scale. Benchmark and Normative Grading was applied to students' SE criteria [29].

![Figure 2. EMA's question of determining the area of flat shape](image)

3.2. Descriptive Analysis of Student's Self-efficacy Achievement Based on EMA

The descriptive analysis served to describe the distribution of data related to the lowest scale, highest, average, and standard deviation of the SE scale and have been classified according to the reference value used. The recapitulation of SE achievement is reviewed by EMA contained in Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>EMA</th>
<th>Coaching</th>
<th>Lowest Scale</th>
<th>Highest Scale</th>
<th>(\bar{x})</th>
<th>Sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Scale = 71</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51,49</td>
<td>7,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51,67</td>
<td>4,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>53,36</td>
<td>9,23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>48,23</td>
<td>8,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>56,88</td>
<td>6,99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55,63</td>
<td>6,84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 showed the achievement of SE students reviewed by the EMA who guided CPA higher than conventional guidance. Achievement of SE was reviewed by EMA with CPA guidance classified as moderate, except for the low EMA of the two groups categorized as high. Furthermore, the achievement of SE of EMA students was high with CPA guidance lower than the moderate and low EMA groups. Achievement of SE students in medium EMA with conventional guidance was lower than high and low EMA. The description emphasized that CPA guidance was more effective in developing SE students for each EMA than conventional guidance. SE of low EMA students with CPA guidance was more developed than high and medium EMA. Figure 3 clarified the difference in students' SE achievement based on the EMA:

### 3.3. Inferential Analysis of Student's Self-efficacy Achievement based on EMA

Inferential analysis functions to conclude mean differences significantly. Test the average difference using the t-test. Recapitulation of the average difference test reviewed by the EMA is being contained in Table 4.

Information Table 2 p-value of achieving SE on high EMA was greater than 0.05, thus achieving SE of students on high EMA with CPA guidance; there was no significant difference with students on conventional approaches. The achievement of SE EMA was moderate. The p-value is smaller than 0.05. Accordingly, the achievement of SE students in moderate EMA who are given CPA guidance was significantly better than students in conventional guidance. Achievement of low SE EMA above 0.05. In conclusion, low EMA achievement of SE students in CPA learning produced no significant difference with conventional guidance. Consequently, achieving SE students with CPA guidance did not differ significantly from conventional guidance, based on the EMA classification, unless the EMA is being. This proved the guidance of the CPA approach was more capable of developing self-efficacy in the EMA group than the conventional approach.

**Figure 3.** Average Achievement of Student Self-Efficacy

**Table 4.** Summary of Average Difference Test for Self-Efficacy Achievement is reviewed by EMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMA</th>
<th>Coaching</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>$t_{(0.05)}$</th>
<th>$t_{(0.01)}$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>21,6250</td>
<td>20,666</td>
<td>0,066</td>
<td>0,045</td>
<td>Ho accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>21,700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>22,4118</td>
<td>2,525</td>
<td>2,064</td>
<td>0,007</td>
<td>Ho rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>20,256</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>23,8889</td>
<td>2,101</td>
<td>2,064</td>
<td>0,045</td>
<td>Ho accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>23,363</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

SE in medium EMA students was on the CPA guidance more developed than high and low EMA. The development of SE can also be seen in daily journals based on high, medium, and low EMA as presented in Figure 4 below:

Figure 4. Student Daily Journal Based on High, Medium and Low EMA (Look from the Left to the Right, and Down)
The meaning of figure 4 for the three daily journals of students in the high EMA group (left-top) above is:
1. How do you feel about today's learning activities?
   Student: Happy
2. How do you think about today's learning activities when the teacher showed you real objects?
   Student: Happy, because the problem consists of difficult and easy questions
3. What are your hopes for the next activity?
   Student: It will be even better

The meaning of figure 4 for the students' EMA group's daily journal (right-top) above is:
1. How do you feel about today's learning activities?
   Student: Enjoyed studying the rectangular prism nets
2. How do you think about today's learning activities when the teacher showed you real objects?
   Student: The objects are to show us how to make a rectangular prism
3. What are your hopes for the next activity?
   Student: We hope to study again with friends

The meaning of figure 4 for the low EMA group students' daily journal (below) above is:
1. How do you feel about today's learning activities?
   Student: Happy
2. How do you think about today's learning activities when the teacher showed you real objects?
   Student: It's great fun, hopefully, we can learn again about real things
3. What are your hopes for the next activity?
   Student: Hopefully it can show real objects again

Figure 3 supported the findings of inferential statistics, daily journals inform discussion of heterogeneous small groups, and groups in CPA learning appeared to foster a sense of excitement and high learning enthusiasm. Growing happiness indicated that SE students develop in their psychological status. Students in these journals were challenged with easy to difficult questions, which means that SE students developed in the aspect of their personal success experience. Students also write down that they wished to learn with their friends to show aspects of the experience of the success of others developing. Activities centered at home, school, and the environment provide valuable experiences in social life [30]. The results of observations of medium and low EMA students were proven not much different, Figure 5 provides proof:

Students on CPA guidance were seen to be following the guidance well. The discussion was not dominated by high EMA students, medium and low EMA students also began to enthusiastically discuss and did presentations. High EMA students began to limit taking part in completing worksheets given because moderate and low EMA students began to play a role on the complete task. This means that students can determine their learning goals. SE is related to their own ability to organize and implement actions needed for their goals [31].

The results of this study were in line with several previous studies included. Likewise, students' mathematical SE achievement in generative learning was better than students in inquiry and conventional learning based on EMA [32]. Besides, the findings of students' SE achievement in mathematics after applying a realistic mathematics approach were better than before the learning was applied [33]. Furthermore, the transformative learning model was seen to develop students' SE to be better and increased in terms of student ability [34]. The study implied the scientific critical thinking model became an alternative to training SE students [35]. The study explains there was a significant difference in favor of the experimental group among the students’ post-test scores of goal orientations, task values, and self-efficacy perceptions at public schools. As a result of the research, the Grid Model has proven that students with low socioeconomic levels have increased their motivation towards self-regulation and the students with high socioeconomic levels have continued their high motivation levels [36]. The last study informed both descriptive and inferential data analysis show that the improvement of students’ SEM is better in students with CPA learning approach rather than students with conventional learning, seen as a whole and in every Mathematical Prior Ability [12]. Achievement of SE students through CPA guidance was more improved than conventional learning. This was the impact of the CPA approach giving opportunities for increasing SE aspects. This explanation was taken from the words of the American Institutes for Research that students who practice with concrete media developed mental representations more quickly and comprehensively showing high ambition and a good work attitude [37]. Concrete objects create fun manipulation for students, if students are happy, learning will be excited [20]. According to the study described, learning will be efficient if students felt happy, happy in learning made learning comfortable and enthusiastic. This is what drives student learning satisfaction so that learning motivation and confidence increased [38]. Supporting these findings aspects influenced by SE were learning outcomes [39]. Achievement of SE students who are classified as low EMA showed more development by CPA guidance. This was not surprising because the study said there was no correspondence between SE and cognitive levels of students, so students with high cognitive levels were not
necessarily high SE, and vice versa [40]. In line with this, it was also found that there was no relationship between the SE of elementary school students and their mathematics learning outcomes [41]. Low-ability students always asked and reviewed their assignments, especially for difficult tasks. Students were aware of learning disabilities if they have a low SE level, especially regarding the complex use of mathematics [42]. That was what created the lower EMA SE more developed. Other factors that cause students with low self-efficacy to develop more or there are significant differences after being given CPA guidance include being able to follow the learning stage little by little and systematically through the manipulation of concrete objects, represent objects and apply them with mathematical symbols according to cognitive abilities. At the beginning of learning, low EMA students choose to be silent and passive in learning because they focus on observing the learning process being carried out. This is evident in Figure 6 below:

![Figure 6. Students with low EMA make observations more intensively](image)

Also, after they observe intensively all the learning processes, they diligently work on the assignment given and actively ask the teacher, this certainly makes their SE develop through learning the abilities of others and interacting with the teacher to ask questions about the problems at hand, thus aspects authentic experiences, and the experiences of others they develop.

These results informed EMA not to determine the SE level. Other findings reinforced that there was no significant interaction of teaching and previous mathematics ability levels on students' SE mathematics [43]. The findings of the achievement of SE students with high and moderate EMA seen no significant difference between CPA and conventional guidance. It means that the development of SE EMA with high and moderate criteria is even still limited. Students with high SE found it difficult to evaluate, create conceptual and procedural knowledge [44]. The reason is that high and moderate EMA students have intelligence that is not much different when viewed based on the results of each EMA. This affects his personal experience of prior knowledge; the motivation that is not much different when learning. They have the same low SE because they tend to get bored quickly with multi-stage guidance. The students prefer conventional learning which directly refers to the abstraction process, as well as the development of their social experiences that always dare to discuss with friends or teachers about the lessons they have mastered or directly provide evidence, as this can be seen in Figure 7 where students with high and moderate EMA have the courage to prove the components of the rectangular prism:

![Figure 7. Students with EMA (high and medium) defiance to prove](image)

Based on the findings on the SE indicator, it was found that the aspect where the best achievement occurred appeared in aspect 4, namely the psychological index which was detailed in statements 16, 17,18,19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24, whereas the aspect experiencing the worst achievement appears in aspect 1, namely personal experience in detail occurs in statements 1,2, 3, 4, and 5. Thus, personal experience is not a factor that greatly affects student SE, especially in students with high and moderate EMA groups who have excellent personal experience with prior knowledge. While the psychological index aspect appears as the aspect that has experienced the best achievement, the psychological index is considered to be a very influential factor through the process of concrete manipulation, students with low EMA will feel happy and learn gradually according to their cognitive development. This reason also resulted in differences in achievement in the SE of the low EMA group. The use of manipulative objects must be planned as carefully as possible before they are implemented so that they give a positive effect. Research suggests planning, implementing, and evaluating efforts to increase science participation among students should consider how to develop more scientific efficacy and positive attitudes towards subjects [45]. Moreover, CPA learning is more seen to develop the achievement of indicators, because only indicators 2c, 4b, and 4c were
more developed with conventional guidance. The indicator that has the highest achievement is indicator 4a, which is the confidence that you can complete a difficult task when you are happy. On these indicators, it can also be seen that CPA learning is higher than conventional learning. This also made students with low EMA more able to develop their SE because they learn happily and gradually with concrete manipulations, and vice versa, at high and medium EMA students feel bored because the learning process is very wordy. Meanwhile, the indicator experiencing the lowest achievement is well-grounded in indicator 2a, which is the belief that you can complete a difficult task if other people can complete it. In this indicator, it can also be seen that CPA learning and conventional learning have a scale that is not much different. In full, it is presented in the diagram in Figure 8 below.

5. Conclusions

Achievement of SE students with CPA guidance was better than conventional mentoring in EMA review. The SE achievement of students in the high and moderate EMA groups did not show a significant difference because they preferred direct learning that did not go through many stages. The SE achievement of students with low EMA is more developed because they are facilitated to learn according to their cognitive stages through a process of concrete manipulation and a feeling of pleasure representing the object being studied. Before guiding CPA, teachers needed to strengthen the plan that was designed comprehensively in the scenario before implemented. The development of students' SE using the CPA and conventional approaches was still relatively low and moderate, including several factors such as time management, process, and evaluation of learning. The researchers recommend developing other mathematical attitudes with longer periods so that the affective students can develop well. CPA guidance proposed to learn opportunities through concrete objects that made learning more real and could develop students' SE. Thus, the CPA approach became an alternative in mathematics learning especially in developing students' affective.

Figure 8. Achievement of Self-efficacy based on indicators
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